Polyketide analysis using mass spectrometry, evaporative light scattering, and charged aerosol detector systems.
In this study, a mass spectrometer (MS), an evaporative light scattering detector (ELSD), and a charged aerosol detector (CAD) were used to analyze an erythromycin precursor (termed 6-deoxyerythronolide B). The work highlights the capabilities of each detector to analyze a representative polyketide compound that does not possess a natural chromophore, and presents the first comparison to include a charged aerosol system. Each detector was evaluated based upon limit of detection (LOD), dynamic range, and precision in the context of polyketide analysis. Due to its low LOD, wide dynamic range, and ability to provide molecular weight information, the MS was deemed the best detection option for the analysis of low-concentration, poorly identified polyketide compounds. Alternatively, both the CAD and ELSD systems studied showed better precision and accuracy. The ELSD demonstrated the best precision at 3%, but its LOD was limited to concentrations primarily greater than or equal to 1 mg/L. The Corona CAD demonstrated a LOD (0.012 mg/L) and dynamic range comparable to mass spectroscopy and therefore serves as a more cost-efficient alternative for polyketide production schemes with low titers.